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Essentials of Office Management
By L. K. Watkins, C.P.A.
WE may well consider first the executive him­self who is in control of the office and who is responsible for the work therein done. For 
even in these days of scientific management and of 
efficiency engineering, and of a great variety of 
mechanical helps in office procedure, when office 
system has been developed to a nicety undreamed 
of in earlier generations, the personal equation is 
still, as ever, the chief element in the solution of 
office problems. The best system will operate im­
perfectly without a competent man at its head, 
while a real executive will secure good results from 
even a faulty organization. Let us therefore deter­
mine some of the qualifications to be possessed by 
the one who is successfully to supervise the activi­
ties of a twentieth-century office.
Ideal Office Executive 
The executive must be thorough and far-seeing.
He thinks, and thinks carefully, before fixing his 
course, seeking advice where he feels its need, 
though following his own counsel in the end. If 
naturally impulsive, he restrains himself, and makes 
sure that he knows before he acts. The rule so 
often given to the young accountant, to “take 
nothing for granted,” is a good one for the office 
manager as well.
The ideal office executive is prompt and decisive.
When he has once made sure of his ground, he acts 
without hesitation. He does not spend half a day 
in considering some subject of slight importance, 
nor does he change his mind and recall instructions 
as soon as given. He knows that it is better to make
occasional mistakes than to waste time in hesi­
tancy.
He is self-controlled, not only in the making of 
decisions and in the giving of instructions, but in 
all of his acts. If nature has endowed him with a 
quick or irritable temper, he keeps a strong curb on 
his emotions, and whatever fires may bum within, 
they are not allowed to break through the surface. 
Neither fatigue, nor annoyance, nor disappoint­
ment, is permitted to affect his mental equilibrium.
He keeps his word. Those who have learned to 
know him realize that any promise made will be 
kept to the fullest extent, at any loss or inconve­
nience to himself. He is chary of promises, but his 
word, once given, is sacred.
He is courteous to all—to his superiors, to those 
who work under his direction, to all whom he meets 
in the course of his work, from the office boy or the 
cleaning woman to the best customer of the busi­
ness.
He is punctual in meeting appointments. He 
can be depended upon to keep all engagements at 
the time specified, unless prevented by something 
entirely beyond his control.
Care of Health
In order that his mental machinery may be in 
good working order, he looks carefully after his 
health, and takes whatever exercise he has learned 
to be necessary to keep his physical organism in 
that smoothly running condition which will make 
it the ready servant of his brain. He avoids in food 
and drink, in enjoyment of all sorts, those things
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which will interfere with the clarity of his mental 
vision, or weaken his intellectual powers.
In the necessary expenditures connected with his 
office, he is careful, but not miserly. He gets his 
money’s worth, but he does not quibble over a cent.
Selection of Assistants
Inasmuch as but a small part of the work of an 
office of any size can actually be performed by the 
one at its head, and inasmuch also as the office chief 
is responsible for the smallest detail of work pro­
duced by his assistants, it is important that the 
office manager should exercise good judgment and 
great care in the selection and in the placing of 
those who are to perform their duties under his 
supervision.
I am not unmindful that in many instances, at 
least, in the inception of his service in a particular 
organization, the office executive must make use of 
the human tools already disposed for his direction. 
In every case, however, the executive will have 
some voice in the choosing of new material, and a 
greater and more direct authority in the determina­
tion of the division of the work among his subordi­
nates. There are certain qualities required in those 
who are to cooperate fully with the conscientious 
and ambitious office executive. These essential 
qualities I consider to be: Honesty, Truthfulness, 
Frankness, Industry, Health.
If a young man or woman does not have im­
planted, as an integral part of his or her nature, the 
intent, I might say the instinct, to be honest and 
truthful under all circumstances, no other qualities, 
however brilliant, can make such an individual a 
reliable worker. He or she will become, at some 
time in the future, a broken cog which will cause 
trouble in the office machinery.
If frankness is desired of subordinates, it must in 
large measure be an echo of the same frankness on 
the part of the one in charge. Subordinates must 
be convinced that frankness will be met with fair­
ness and justice, before they will be ready to exhibit 
that frankness in dealings with one another and 
with their superior.
Seek Responsibility
Even in these days which we sometimes call de­
generate, and when, in fact, the average boy or girl 
is not trained to the same hard work as was the lot 
of an earlier generation, there are many of both 
sexes who, like willing colts, will, as soon as put 
into harness, push their shoulders against the collar 
to the best of their ability. Such colts can be made 
balky and unruly, but with proper handling they 
develop into splendid work-horses. I would have 
but little patience with an office employee who 
shows a distaste for work, and would feel dissatis­
faction with the one who evinces no ambition to find 
the way into a position of higher responsibility.
Another essential is good health, or, at least, fair 
health. It does not pay to waste time with an em­
ployee who is frequently absent on account of ill­
ness, or whose health does not permit, under ordi­
nary circumstances, a prompt and cheerful under­
taking of the tasks which fall to his or her lot. Such 
invalids or semi-invalids should seek employment 
outside an office.
Among the non-essentials are a handsome face or 
figure, size, and weight. The quality of the mind is 
not indicated by regularity of features, by stature, 
or by form.
It is important in the selection of assistants that 
the work and the individual should coordinate— 
that the right man or woman should be in the right 
place. There are certain specific qualities requisite 
for certain specific work. A first-class bookkeeper 
may make a very unsatisfactory stenographer. A 
stenographer, utterly unable to determine for her­
self when to use the word “to” and when “too,” 
may delight in the handling of figures, and may ex­
hibit in their use a care and an accuracy entirely 
lacking in her employment of the pencil, notebook, 
and typewriter.
How are we to determine the possession of the 
qualities essential to the proper performance of a 
certain kind of work? This may be done by test, 
by watching the character of the product turned 
out by the human machine. This is always a slow 
and expensive method of judging, and, frequently, 
not entirely satisfactory in the end. Happy is the 
executive who has learned to read character in the 
features, for, without doubt, on the face of every 
man and every woman are written each one’s char­
acter and temperament, in indelible though not un­
changeable characters. To most of us, this is an 
unknown language. Though we have learned its 
alphabet, we can not progress much further in read­
ing its combinations of symbols. It is a language, 
however, which the executive should study at every 
opportunity, and the study of which, like that of 
any other tongue, will afford increasing facility 
and exactness in its interpretation.
Handling of Employees
Whether the executive is to work as an officer in 
charge of those who have been selected by others, 
or whether he is to be in whole or in part his own 
recruiting officer, the manner in which he comes in 
contact with those who are to cooperate with him 
in the fulfilment of the tasks entrusted to him and 
to them is a matter of supreme importance.
In great measure, the ideal executive is like the 
poet, “Born, not made.” If inheritance, training, 
and experience have not in some measure fitted a 
man for command, he will never be successful in 
carrying the responsibilities of a large office. There 
are, however, certain principles or rules of action 
which, fully understood, will be a guide to the new­
comer in this work, and of which it is well that even 
a veteran be occasionally reminded.
The office manager should never entertain a fear 
that a good man on his staff will overshadow him. 
The fact is, that an executive receives credit for all 
the work his subordinates do, and the more com­
petent the assistance rendered, the greater the 
honor that accrues to the chief. I have heard more 
than one executive say that his success was due en­
tirely to his willingness to select as his assistants the
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best men he could get, although he realized that 
some of them were bigger than himself.
When you have found the right man or the right 
woman for a certain position, hang on to that man 
or that woman as long as you can. If, like the most 
of us, he or she possesses small idiosyncrasies of 
temperament that at times render their owner an 
unpleasant neighbor, forget this. The thing of im­
portance is to have the work of the office turned 
out with promptness, with accuracy, with finish, 
and with dispatch. A man or a woman who can do 
twice the work, or who makes less than half the 
number of mistakes of the average man or woman, 
may be permitted some variations from the straight 
and narrow path of office discipline which can not 
be granted to the ordinary employee.
Be fair and frank at the cost of any embarrass­
ment to yourself. The executive should be abso­
lutely frank and straight-forward in all his dealings, 
and as fair as a judge of the supreme court.
Be Courteous
The bearings of the office machinery are lubri­
cated by the oil of courtesy. When this is lacking, 
the machine may move speedily and efficiently, but 
it will move with greater noise and with more 
noticeable jars. Courtesy does not mean familiar­
ity. An executive should always maintain his dig­
nity, and if he has proper self-respect, will never be 
tempted to become too familiar with those who 
work with him.
Be firm in essentials. There are certain things in 
an office that must be absolutely prohibited if work 
is to be properly done. There are other things 
that, while undesirable, do not interfere seriously 
with efficiency. The office head must judge wisely, 
and be absolutely unyielding in dealing with certain 
essentials, but easy in non-essentials. He must not 
drive with too tight a rein. At the same time, every 
good driver knows that too loose a rein is likely to 
cause trouble. Wilful infraction of positive and 
well-understood rules should never be tolerated.
In this connection, the executive must remember 
that all can not be treated alike. Some individuals 
must be urged; others, coaxed. Some teams travel 
best under the whip; others need a delicate touch of 
the reins, and no encouragement except that of the 
low-spoken word.
Loyalty
Cultivate loyalty. This means that the office 
manager himself must be absolutely loyal to his 
own particular office as well as to the general or­
ganization with which he is connected. It will be 
impossible to develop the spirit of loyalty in the 
staff of his office if that same loyalty does not 
breathe in his every official word and official act. 
No man has the right to remain in an organization 
to which he can not give his full loyalty and his best 
efforts. When the time comes that he can not yield 
this service, it is best, both for himself and for the 
organization, that he should seek a different place. 
The methods of developing loyalty to an organiza­
tion and to himself are worthy of constant study by
the executive. A proper attitude toward those who 
assist him in his work will itself, in great measure, 
produce this loyalty without direct effort.
Errors of consequence should always be brought 
to the attention of those who have made them. It 
is absolutely unfair to the men and women who are 
trying to do good work, to fail to let them know 
when their work falls short of the quality which it 
should possess. No mistake can be corrected until 
it is known. In mentioning errors, however, the 
executive must keep his temper and should never 
scold.
Define Duties Clearly
On the other hand, good work should sometimes 
be mentioned, but not too often. Too much praise 
is worse than none. The body will not thrive well 
on a diet of sweets, however desirable they may be 
as a limited part of the food which we eat.
According to a well-known principle of scientific 
management, the duties of each position should be 
clearly defined, in order to avoid the friction that 
results from the attempt by one to do the work 
which properly belongs to another, and that no one 
may fail, through ignorance, to do the work which 
is a responsibility pertaining to his or her position.
In addition to the regular work of the office, un­
usual conditions frequently call for special instruc­
tions on the part of the executive. These instruc­
tions should always be definite, and should, when 
necessary, be given in writing. In most cases, when 
a subordinate fails to accomplish the task which 
has been set for him, the fault lies with his superior 
in not giving definite instructions, or in failing to 
see that the instructions are fully understood. 
There should always be that meeting of minds 
which our legal brethren regard as “essential to a 
contract.” An executive must not be afraid to 
answer any questions in regard to work to be done, 
nor to ask questions when necessary. He must 
secure definite instructions, in order to give definite 
instructions.
Keep the Latch String Out
The office manager must always be ready to re­
ceive subordinates as well as customers as promptly 
as possible. This does not mean that he should 
fritter away his time in the small talk which may 
be perfectly in place at a social gathering. He must 
learn the various ways of getting rid of a caller who 
is taking up time to which he is not entitled. At 
the same time, there is something wrong with the 
personality or with the management of the execu­
tive when every individual working under his di­
rection does not feel free to come to him with any 
matter which that individual feels should be 
brought to his attention, or when such subordinates 
are not met with sympathy as well as courtesy. It 
pays to keep the latch string of the private office out.
In addition, the executive will not only find the 
atmosphere of the office more conducive to good 
work, but will also secure information and opinions 
of great value to himself, if he makes a habit of con­
sulting his assistants. This does not mean that he
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should interfere with the regular routine of business, 
and tire his associates by formal staff conferences 
held without any reason for their existence and with 
nothing of importance to consider.
As a constitution usually has its by-laws, this 
setting forth of some of the principles of office man­
agement may well close with a statement of certain 
minor rules of office etiquette.
The telephone is an important adjunct of present- 
day business. It can be made an instrument in­
creasingly productive either of good-will or of dis­
like among customers. It is true that “The voice 
with the smile wins,” and that good breeding should 
be even more in evidence at the end of a telephone 
line than when meeting another face to face. The 
telephone should be answered promptly, which 
means that the answer should be as nearly instan­
taneous with the call as is possible. Care should be 
taken that the enunciation be distinct, and that the 
voice be low. The message should be concise. 
Stop when you are through. Be gentle with the 
receiver. It is very unpleasant to receive what is 
like a blow on the ear when the one on the other 
end of the line hurls the receiver on its hook with 
much the same ease and grace that he uses when 
throwing an old pamphlet into the waste basket.
Correspondence is a matter which requires con­
stant attention. The address should be full and 
correct. It is inexcusable that a correspondent be 
addressed by any other than his correct name, or 
that a firm name be written “John Smith & Com­
pany,” when the correct title is “The John Smith 
Company.”
The constant, life-long study of the proper use of 
English, which includes correct punctuation and 
spelling, should be a part of the work of every one 
who has to do with an office.
The superscription to a letter should be legible. 
An executive of my acquaintance frequently re­
ceived letters, evidently intended for him, but with 
his name misspelled, because his signature was 
utterly illegible. If it seems impossible that the 
signature can be made readable, the modern 
method of typewriting the name below the written 
signature is a great help.
The office executive may not have complete con­
trol over the conditions in which his staff operates, 
but he should use every means within his power to 
see that light and heat are sufficient, and that the 
most thorough ventilation possible is given, with 
the least possible injury to the comfort and health 
of the occupants of the office.
Biographical Sketches of Pace Students Who Have Made Good
Frank R. Mullaney, Actuary and Assistant Secretary of the 
American Mutual Liability Insurance Company of Boston
“THE man who dispels any mystery 
that may exist as to how risks 
and premiums are calculated 
from statistics in an insurance company 
is the ‘Actuary.’ In the American Mu­
tual, here are some of the things he does 
with the aid of ninety-nine intelligent
helpers:
“From each insurance policy, and 
other records, data are compiled and tab­
ulated to show the amount of premiums, 
number of accidents and amount of losses, 
experience rating data, analysis of the 
causes of accidents, computation of re­
serves for claims, as well as numerous 
tabulations of information necessary for 
filing with state insurance departments.
“Mr. Mullaney has been doing this 
work for the American Mutual since 
1917. In December, 1919, he was elected 
assistant secretary.”
Frank R. Mullaney, who from 1909 to 
1913 was a student of the Pace Standard­
ized Course in Accountancy and Business 
Administration in New York City, has 
been, since December, 1919, assistant 
secretary of the American Mutual Lia­
bility Insurance Company of Boston. 
The quotation above, from a recent issue 
of the American Mutual Magazine, 
tells something of the work which Mr. 
Mullaney, as actuary and assistant secre­
tary, supervises. Mr. Mullaney is a 
young man who has already achieved a 
distinct success in his chosen work. This 
brief sketch of his career will be followed 
with interest.
Mr. Mullaney was born in Jersey City, 
N. J., on July 6, 1888. After graduating 
from grammar school, he attended high 
school for a short period until circum­
stances made it necessary for him to 
withdraw. Mr. Mullaney, however, did 
not let this deter him from securing his 
high-school diploma, as he later com­
pleted his high-school work at the New 
York Preparatory School, and was 
awarded his certificate of graduation by 
the New York State Board of Regents.
Mr. Mullaney’s first business position 
was with a manufacturing company in 
Jersey City. He entered the employ of 
this company in 1903 and remained for 
approximately ten years, making satis­
factory progress and securing that broad 
basic experience which is so essential to 
the man who aspires to executive work in 
business. In 1909, Mr. Mullaney, desir­
ous of supplementing his practical experi­
ence by study, enrolled in the Pace 
Standardized Course in Accountancy and 
Business Administration, which was then 
conducted as part of the educational pro­
gram of the 23d Street Y. M. C. A., New 
York City. Shortly afterward, he was 
appointed assistant statistician for the 
Fidelity and Casualty Company of New 
York, and in October, 1917, he was ap­
pointed actuary of the American Mutual 
Liability Insurance Company of Boston. 
His election to the position of assistant 
secretary of this company occurred in 
December, 1919. This position Mr. Mul­
laney now holds.
Of his work and study, Mr. Mullaney 
says:
“When I entered the insurance busi­
ness, my knowledge of it was exceedingly 
limited, and being engaged in important 
statistical work, I was constantly con­
fronted with a number of difficult prob­
lems. The training which I had received 
from the Pace Course was of great assist­
ance to me in this work. As a matter of 
fact, an actuary, if he is to make a suc­
cess of his work, must needs have a broad 
knowledge of accounting and law. I 
have considered the time when I first en­
rolled in the Pace Standardized Course as 
the turning point of my business career.’*
Pace Student
ALLEN R. SMART and EDWARD E. 
GORE, formerly resident partners and 
managers of Barrow, Wade, Guthrie 
& Company, of Chicago, Illinois, an­
nounce that hereafter they will continue 
their practice as certified public ac­
countants under the firm name of Smart, 
Gore & Company.
The new firm retains the organization 
and offices formerly used by Barrow, 
Wade, Guthrie & Company, at 111 West 
Monroe Street, Chicago, and 805 Calla­
han Bank Building, Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. Gore was elected president of the 
American Institute of Accountants at 
the recent convention in Chicago.
WILLIAM J. GUNNELL, JR., Buffalo, 
New York, a former student of the Pace 
Courses in that city, was among the suc­
cessful candidates in the January C. P. A. 
Examinations in New York State. Mr. 
Gunnell is the son of W J Gunnell, 
C. P. A., who has been for many years in 
public practice in Buffalo, and who has 
served as a director of the New York 
State Society of Certified Public Ac­
countants.
W. R. LOEFFLER, a student in Pace 
Institute, Extension Division, recently 
accepted a position as bookkeeper with 
Groesbeck, Hearn & Hindle, Inc., 350 
Madison Avenue, New York City. Mr. 
Loeffler accepted his new position 
through the Pace Agency for Placements, 
Inc. He was formerly with the Crane 
Company, of Bridgeport, Conn.
ROBERT G. SEVERANCE, for several 
years a senior accountant on the staff of 
L. K. Watkins, C. P. A., Buffalo, New 
York, has been notified that he has 
passed the New York State C. P. A. Ex­
aminations which were given last Janu­
ary, and has been awarded his degree as 
certified public accountant of the state of 
New York.
G. T. KELLY, Pace Institute, New 
York, has accepted, through the Pace 
Agency for Placements, Inc., a position 
as cost clerk with Julius Kayser & Com­
pany, 232 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Formerly, Mr. Kelly was with the Bram­
bach Piano Company, 639 West 49th 
Street, New York City.
H. N. HICKS, 276 Grand Street, Mor­
gantown, West Virginia, a student in 
Pace Institute, Extension Division, re­
cently accepted a responsible position 
with the State Road Commission of West 
Virginia. Mr. Hicks’s office will be in 
Morgantown, West Virginia.
RAPHAEL D. MYERS, 531 Roche Av­
enue, Porterville, California, a student in 
Pace Institute, Extension Division, is 
now with the Pacific Ready-Cut Homes, 
Inc., and will act as sales representative 
for this organization with headquarters 
in Los Angeles, California.
A. H. BREESE, class E1608, Pace Insti­
tute, New York, has accepted a position 
as bookkeeper with the Vulcan Electric 
Heating Company, 107 West 13th Street, 
New York City. Mr. Breese was for­
merly with A. H. Freeman, 149 Grand 
Street, New York City.
An Extension Student in Peru
IN far-off corners of the world, Amer­ican business men are directing cor­porate activities. In a mountain fast­
ness of Peru, fourteen thousand feet 
above the level of the sea, an American 
engineer is serving as assistant superin­
tendent for a large mining company. 
This engineer is also studying Account­
ancy and Business Administration
through the Extension Division of Pace 
Institute, New York.
In a letter to the Institute, he tells 
something of the conditions under which 
he must work. We have pleasure in 
quoting in part from the letter. The ac­
companying photographs give an excel­
lent idea of the country.
“As to the conditions of work here, all 
I can say is, that they are not so bad con­
sidering that one is at an elevation of 
about fourteen thousand feet above sea 
level, and, consequently, does not feel
WILLIAM J. WILCKENS, who passed 
the final examinations at Pace Institute, 
New York, in February, 1921, is now 
engaged as a field auditor for the United 
Gas and Electric Company, 61 Broad­
way, New York City. Mr. Wilckens’s 
duties include the auditing of the ac­
counts of various hydro-electric power 
stations controlled by the United Gas 
and Electric Company.
In a recent letter to Pace Institute,
quite so full of energy as at a lower alti­
tude. Of course, the material one has to 
work with in the line of labor is about the 
poorest that can be imagined. The na­
tives are a pretty degraded lot with their 
coca chewing, and their intelligence leaves 
much to be desired. They have no con­
ception of any obligation toward their 
fellow man, and give him absolutely no
warning in case he is in any danger. 
Funerals seem to be an excuse for a gen­
eral drunken debauch and dance. They 
are the most independent beings on 
earth, as they grow or make all their ne­
cessities of life. About the only use they 
have for money is to buy chacta (a class 
of rum). Living conditions, so far as the 
foreign employees are concerned, are 
very good, as we can get almost anything 
within reason in the line of eatables, and 
the houses are well built and well fur­
nished.”
from Colorado Springs, Col., Mr. Wilck­
ens says:
“This trip has reminded me of the 
article in The Pace Student some years 
ago, on the ‘Opportunities for Travel 
Open to the Accountant.’ In my case, 
the article was prophetic, and I am ob­
taining an extensive education in the 
subject of hydro-electric power. And 
I used to believe that Accountancy was 
merely adding columns of figures!”
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The Responsibility of Banks for Collections
By Charles T. Clayton, LL.B., Law Faculty, Pace Institute, Washington
WHEN one steps to the teller’s window and hands in a bank pass-book, folded about a small pile of checks, properly listed and 
endorsed, and sees the teller scrawl his initials in 
the pass-book beside an entry of the total of the 
amount deposited, there is a comfortable feeling 
that “my bank balance has received a boost.” 
But—has it?
It may be that among those orderly checks is 
one drawn upon a distant city, the bank being a 
member of the clearing-house and the city the head­
quarters of a Federal Reserve regional bank; again, 
it may be that one of the checks is an order upon a 
village bank, established a thousand miles away 
and far from railroads, express messengers, and the 
* aids, or impedimenta, of modem business. Either 
of such checks must be presented to the drawee 
bank for collection; and the depositor’s comfortable 
feeling may be superinduced in part, at least, by a 
lack of knowledge of the laws of banking relating 
to collection of bankable paper.
Let us first consider the check drawn upon the 
country bank.
Case Cited
Kershaw lived in a village, and banked with a 
small company whose office was in another village 
sixty-some miles away. He decided to draw fifteen 
hundred dollars of his seventeen-hundred-dollars’ 
balance and put it into a certificate of deposit with 
another banker in a third village, where the money 
would earn interest. So he gave the second banker 
his check, telling him to get the money and give him 
the certificate. The banker—his name was Ladd— 
forwarded the check, after endorsing it, to the 
drawee bank, asking for remittance. That concern 
sent him a draft on a Portland bank for fifteen hun­
dred dollars; but when the draft was presented, the 
company had failed and the Portland bank refused 
payment. Then Kershaw sued Ladd’s bank, al­
leging negligence in sending the check to the 
drawee bank and in taking the draft on the Portland 
bank as payment. Ladd replied that he took the 
check as an accommodation to Kershaw; that there 
was no consideration for the service of collecting the 
check, that the custom of collecting direct was es­
tablished and reasonable, and that the drawee bank 
was not made Ladd’s subagent by sending it the 
check for a remittance. The Court (Kershaw v. 
Ladd, 34 Oregon 375) laid down the principle that 
when a bank accepts a check for collection and 
credit to the depositor, it does so expecting at least 
two benefits: to have the use of the money when 
collected, for a longer or shorter period; and to ob­
tain the benefits which arise from business associa­
tions; and in this case, the direct advantage of the 
use of the money, for which the banker was to pay
Kershaw interest; therefore, there is a considera­
tion and a resultant obligation to use reasonable 
and ordinary diligence and care in making the collec­
tion. The evidence in the case established the ex­
istence among banks, in respect to similar checks, 
of the practice of forwarding them direct to the 
drawee bank, unless the remitting bank had a cor­
respondent at the point of destination, and demand­
ing payment from the drawee bank. The Court 
considered this a procedure “to extract the money 
from the bank, as agent for the drawer of the 
check,” and saw no difference between sending the 
check to the bank by mail, and sending an agent 
to the bank’s counter to present it, asking for pay­
ment. It is the custom in some communities to 
send a draft by mail to the drawee, as a presentation 
for acceptance, or for payment; and failure to re­
turn it or its value by return mail is taken as dis­
honor. There is no constituting the drawee bank as 
agent by sending the check to it for remittance. 
The question of acceptance of the draft on the 
Portland bank, however, remained. It appeared 
from the evidence that again there was a custom 
that such remittances were made by draft and not 
in money. The contention being that these cus­
toms were not reasonable, the Court ruled that 
when a custom is shown to exist, the presumption 
is that the custom is reasonable, and the party who 
attacks the custom must show wherein it is not 
reasonable; so the question is not whether the cus­
tom is reasonable, but, whether it is unreasonable. 
Decisions at Variance
Two apparently irreconcilable lines of decision 
have been adopted by various American courts re­
garding the right of a depositor to hold his banker 
when a check, note, or draft, payable in a distant 
city, is not collected, due to delay or other negli­
gent cause. One line holds that since what is to be 
done by a bank employed to make a collection at 
another place can not be done by any of its ordinary 
officers or servants, but must be entrusted to a sub­
agent, the risk of the neglect of the subagent is upon 
the party employing the bank, on the view that he 
has impliedly authorized the employment of the 
subagent; and that the incidental benefit which the 
bank may receive from collecting, in the absence of 
an express or implied agreement for compensation, 
is not a sufficient consideration from which to 
legally infer a contract to warrant against loss from 
the negligence of the subagent. This rule was laid 
down in Massachusetts, Maryland, Connecticut, 
Missouri, Illinois, Tennessee, and Wisconsin; but 
the courts of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, and Indiana followed a different doctrine. 
Their view was that a bank receiving a draft or bill 
of exchange in one state for collection in another
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state, is liable for neglect of duty occurring in its 
collection, whether arising from default of its own 
officers, or from that of its correspondent in the 
other state, or of an agent employed by such corre­
spondent, in the absence of any express or implied 
contract varying such liability; and that was also the 
opinion of the English courts.
Supreme Court Citation
With this difference between the courts, an im­
portant case arose and was taken to the Supreme 
Court of the United States (Exchange Nat. Bank 
of Pittsburgh v. Third Nat. Bank of New York, 
112 U. S. 276) involving this state of facts: Rogers 
& Burchfield, ironmongers of Pittsburgh, had 
shipped material to the Newark Tea Tray Com­
pany, at Newark, New Jersey, and prepared drafts 
addressed to the Secretary of the Tea Tray Com­
pany, W. M. Conger, for each shipment, payable 
in each case four months after date, to J. D. Bald­
win. Eleven such drafts were discounted before 
acceptance by the plaintiff bank, which forwarded 
the drafts to its correspondent bank in New York 
for collection. The New York bank sent the drafts 
to the First Nat. Bank of Newark. That bank ex­
hibited the drafts as received to Mr. Conger who 
accepted them, but in his individual name, not as 
secretary of the corporation. The Newark Bank 
failed to protest the drafts for non-acceptance, and 
did not notify the New York bank or the plaintiff of 
this improper acceptance (which amounted to a re­
fusal of the drawee to accept the drafts). By the 
time the Pittsburgh bank learned, by the maturity 
of the first draft, that the drawee could not be held, 
the drawer, Rogers & Burchfield, and the endorser, 
J. D. Baldwin, had become insolvent. The Pitts­
burgh bank then sued the New York bank, which 
brought up at once the question whether that bank 
or the Pittsburgh bank was running the risk of the 
negligence of the Newark bank. The Circuit Court, 
however, considered that, if there was any negli­
gence, it was the negligence of the plaintiff. The 
address of the draft was “To W. M. Conger, Sec’y, 
The Newark Tea Tray Company, Newark, New 
Jersey.” That, said the Court, left a doubt whether 
W. M. Conger, the individual, or W. M. Conger, 
the agent, was intended to be drawee; and the 
plaintiff, which knew the intent, should have spe­
cifically instructed its correspondent. When the 
Newark Bank accepted Conger’s individual accept­
ance, it was following decisions of the highest courts 
of New Jersey and New York (decisions relating to 
ambiguous signatures and addresses, which in gen­
eral follow the principle that, where there is a doubt 
of the intent, the law will consider that party bound 
whose individual name appears, and reject doubtful 
phrases as discriptio personae). The Supreme 
Court, however, rejected this reasoning entirely, 
and held the New York bank liable, on the principle 
that its agreement with the Pittsburgh bank was to 
collect the drafts, not merely to transmit them for 
collection; and “if the agency is an undertaking to 
do the business, the original principal may look to 
the immediate contractor with himself, and is not
obliged to look to inferior or distant under con­
tractors or subagents, when defaults occur injurious 
to his interest.” In thus sustaining the reasoning 
of the New York courts, the Supreme Court went a 
step further; and held that whether a draft is pay­
able in the same place where the bank is situated, 
or in a distant city, the holder is aware that the 
collection must be made by a competent agent; and 
there is an express or implied contract that the bank 
will use proper measures to collect the draft, and 
the holder may presume that proper agents will be 
employed. Then the rule will be the same whether 
the bank collect next door or a thousand miles away. 
If a bank does not wish to assume liability, it has 
the option to refuse the collection, or to insist upon 
a special contract limiting its liability, or may take 
the paper for transmission only, when it is, of 
course, only liable for diligence in transmittal, and 
due discretion in the choice of agents, if it assumes 
the task of selecting the collecting agent. The 
Court sums up its reasoning thus: “On any other 
rule, no principal contractor would be liable for the 
default of his own agent, where, from the nature of 
the business, it was evident he must employ sub­
agents. The distinction recurs, between the rule of 
merely personal representative agency and the re­
sponsibility imposed by the law of commercial con- 
contracts. * * * The nature of the contract is the 
test. If the contract be only for the immediate ser­
vices of the agent and for his faithful conduct as 
representing his principal, the responsibility ceases 
with the limits of the personal services undertaken. 
But where the contract looks mainly to the thing 
to be done, and the undertaking is for the due use 
of all proper means to performance, the responsi­
bility extends to all necessary and proper means to 
accomplish the object, by whomsoever used.”
Again, it may happen that the bank with 
which one has deposited may forward the paper to 
a correspondent bank; and that bank, after col­
lecting the money, may fail before remitting the 
proceeds. Then, who is the loser? the depositor, or 
the bank?
Courts Again Divide
Again, we find the courts dividing in opinion. 
Those courts which follow the views of the United 
States Supreme Court in the Exchange Nat. Bank 
case, impose liability upon the depositor’s bank, 
whether the failure of the correspondent bank to 
remit the proceeds of a collection arose from insol­
vency or otherwise. But recent decisions in many 
important jurisdictions, including Illinois, Iowa, 
Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri, 
Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee, have re­
turned to the early view that the compensation of 
a bank from the use of money transmitted from a 
collection, and the opportunities to obtain business 
connections are not adequate return to a bank to 
hold it liable for more than reasonable care and dili­
gence in selecting a suitable and reputable corre­
spondent, and in forwarding paper entrusted to the 
bank for collection. The same principle has been
(Concluded on Page 185)
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Personal Code of Ethics
ETHICS has been defined as “the science of 
right conduct and character; the science which 
treats of the nature and grounds of moral obliga­
tion, and of the rules which ought to determine con­
duct in accordance with this obligation ; as the doc­
trine of man’s duty in respect to himself and the 
rights of others.”
We often hear of the ethics of this or that pro­
fession. The established professions have their va­
rious ethical codes to which they insist that their 
members conform. An individual system of ethics 
which a man works out for himself will be of as 
much assistance to him in his business and profes­
sional relations as the ethical code which a par­
ticular profession may adopt. If we have a doc­
trine to which we can make all our personal rela­
tionships conform, we are relieved of the responsi­
bility of deciding, separately, our course of action 
with respect to each situation which may arise.
This should not be a code of expediency, used in 
the worst sense of the word, but a code of duty, of 
right conduct. If a man adopts such a code, and 
lives up to it, there will be a certain consistency in 
all his actions in the affairs of life. Everything will 
tie back to his ethical code. His duty with respect 
to himself and the rights of others will be clearly 
and definitely established in his mind. What a help 
this will be in meeting the manifold situations and 
in solving the countless problems which a man must 
meet in the course of his business career.
Let a man’s ethical code be right, and his actions 
will be right. The results, then, will largely take 
care of themselves. The definition with which we 
began may be read a second time. It may be 
studied and assimilated with profit.
Get Acquainted
STUDENTS in evening schools may well give thought, particularly at this season when they are entering upon a new year of study activity, to 
the benefits to be obtained from their contacts with 
students and instructors outside the regular class­
room periods. It is not easy always for the evening 
Student to do this, because the very nature of his 
educational program often makes it hard for him to 
become personally acquainted with many members 
of his own class. All the more reason why he should 
make a point of knowing as many of them per­
sonally as possible. As he moves along in business, 
he will realize more and more how much his success 
is dependent upon the good-will of friends and ac­
quaintances. Why, then, should he neglect the 
obvious opportunities which his school contacts af­
ford him for developing new friendships? Get ac­
quainted!
The Result, Not the Plan
EVEN planning may sometimes be carried too 
far. There is such a thing as too much plan
and too little execution. Don’t get so immersed in 
the intricacies of an involved scheme for putting 
something across that you practically lose sight of 
what you are really attempting to do. You will be 
measured by the results, not by the plan alone.  
We are not advocating half-formulated plans— 
far from it. But we are saying a word for the man 
who works hard on his plan, who weighs effects 
carefully, pro and con, and who then gets busy, and, 
on the basis of his plan, proceeds to get results. If 
this man finds, in working out his scheme, that his 
plan is not perfect, he doesn’t stop and work at his 
plan again. He reorganizes it under fire, and pro­
ceeds steadily on his way. This is the man that gets 
things done. Too much thought and too little exe­
cution—both, he avoids.
Do You Stand Up Under Criticism?
NONE of us likes to be “hauled over the coals.”Yet, there are times in business when unfavor­able criticism must be rendered. If the man whose 
work is criticized wilts under the verbal lash; if he 
becomes moody, and feels that he is a rank failure— 
that man has an important organization lesson to 
learn, and he should lose no time in learning it.
The lesson is this—every person in business must 
expect to have his work criticized at times, and 
criticized adversely. He must learn, though, to 
accept this criticism as part of the job, and to 
profit by it. Criticism—and we mean unfavorable 
criticism—if accepted in the right spirit, should 
prove constructive rather than destructive. It 
should stimulate a man’s desire not to be criticized 
a second time for the same fault, rather than crush 
him because he has made a mistake. We have 
often heard it said that the man that never made a 
mistake probably never did anything worth while. 
This thought may comfort the chap who finds his 
business horizon painted in somber colors, because 
some superior has taken him to task for an error 
of judgment or execution.
Doing a Good Job
THE other day, on one of the busiest street- corners in New York, I saw a ragged, un­kempt, old man getting his shoes shined. The boot- 
black bent to his task with evidently as much 
assiduousness as though he were polishing the boots 
of a prosperous banker. I smiled to myself as I 
looked at the shoes. The idea that any one thought
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that any variety of polish would improve these old 
shoes was amusing.
Yet, there was no hint of a smile on either the 
face of the old man or the boy. Ragged, unkempt, 
and even dirty as he was, the old man had not en­
tirely lost pride in his appearance. And the boy— 
well, shining shoes was his job, to be done to the 
best of his ability. Why should he question the 
prideful vagary of his customer? He did not, but 
bent to his task with a will.
Probably the old man was thinking of better 
days. Possibly it pleased him to think that, low 
in the social scale as he evidently was, he could still 
command some personal service. But the boy was 
intent on his job, was doing it to the best of his 
ability, was making as much as he could out of the 
material with which he had to work. I should like 
to believe that when this lad gets older he will be 
able to put his industry to larger uses. I really 
think he will.
Responsibility of Banks for Collections
(Continued from Page 183)
applied to a bank employing attorneys to make a 
collection in South Dakota and Louisiana; and on 
the same reasoning, banks have been held not liable
for sending paper through their regular channel of 
correspondents instead of directly to the place of 
payment—a course which banks often adopt to 
save the cost of exchange, charged frequently by 
country banks for remitting funds. But the courts 
do require the depositor’s bank to be watchful of 
paper deposited and sent out for collection, so that 
if a bank sends a note for collection to another 
bank, in a time of financial distress, knowing that 
the cashier of the bank is also an officer of the cor­
poration which made the note, it will be its duty to 
follow up the paper and inquire whether it has 
been paid, and see that steps are promptly taken to 
protect the interest of the depositor. If it fails in 
this, the bank will be liable for any neglect of the 
agent bank to present or protest for non-payment. 
Second Nat. Bank of Louisville v. Merchants 
Nat. Bank of New Albany, 111 Ky. 930.
So, even with jurisdictions in which the rule of 
non-liability is adopted, there is a limit beyond 
which banks can not neglect the interest of the de­
positor and be harmless. It will be noted, however, 
that the mere depositing of a check in the bank and 
the bank’s receipt in one’s bank-book do not 
assure that the bank will make good on the check 
in case of default somewhere in the line of collec­
tion.
Ralph T. Hollis, C.P.A.
RALPH T. HOLLIS, C.P.A., resi­
dent partner of the London office 
of Haskins & Sells, certified public 
accountants, died on September 10th, at 
the Roosevelt Hospital, New York City. 
Mr. Hollis was taken ill on the steamship 
'Caronia” while on his way from London
to New York. Immediately upon the 
boat’s arrival at the pier, Mr. Hollis was 
rushed to the Roosevelt Hospital, where, 
in spite of every effort, he failed to rally. 
Death came on Sunday, September 10th.
Mr. Hollis, at the time of his death, 
was forty-eight years of age. He was for 
years actively engaged in Accountancy 
practice and leaves a wide circle of 
friends in the profession. His death is a 
loss, not only to the profession which he 
so ably espoused and so consistently 
strove to advance, but also to all with 
whom he ever came in contact. They 
will miss Mr. Hollis as a man and as a 
friend. Mr. Hollis was well known in 
Detroit, where he Was for several years 
senior member of the firm of Hollis, Til­
ton & Porte, certified public accountants.
He leaves a widow and three children, 
all of whom reside in London. His body 
was sent to London, accompanied by his 
former partner, Frederick A. Tilton, 
C.P.A., of Detroit, and Mrs. Tilton. Mr. 
Tilton is now one of the resident partners 
of the Detroit office of Haskins & Sells.
Business Pendency
FOR a period of about three years, “Help Wanted” signs were prom­inently displayed at the gates of 
practically all the large industrial organ­
izations in the United States. When 
the business depression set in during the 
latter part of 1920, these signs were 
quickly replaced by others, reading, 
“No Help Wanted.
Business men seem to agree that busi 
is now on the upward swing. Concrete 
evidences prove that this feeling is not 
merely an academic conclusion. For 
years, the steel industry in the United 
States has been regarded as a good 
business barometer. Apropos of the 
situation to-day in the steel industry, 
the New York Telegram in a recent 
issue says, in part:
“Help wanted signs are displayed at 
the gates of the great steel plants in and 
around Hammond, Ind., for the first 
time since the slump subsequent to the 
armistice began.
“This, in the face of last autumn’s 
menace of universal unemployment, is 
encouraging.
“But it is not alone in the labor market 
that the revival of the vast iron and 
steel industries of the Nation is reflected. 
A glance at the stock-market reports 
discloses the fact that the common stock 
of the gigantic organization which is the 
centre of the industry and the sub­
sidiaries and collaterals of this core of 
the apple of prosperity are climbing 
upward.
“Edsal Ford, executive head of his 
father’s great industry, also gives utter­
ance to a paean of optimism. The Ford 
plants are running at capacity. They 
are employing 55,000 men—their limit— 
and they are getting not only American 
but foreign orders.
“As the late James J. Hill used to 
say: ‘You can be a bear if you want to, 
but when a man tries to be a bear on the 
United States of America, he is in for a 
drubbing.’ ”
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The Question and Answer Department
Thia Department does not publish answers to all the questions received, but only to those which 
are deemed to be of general interest to readers of The Pace Student. A communication, in order to 
receive attention, must contain the name and the address of the person asking the question.
HOW should the following items be shown on a Balance Sheet?(a) Allowances for Doubtful Accounts.
(b) Inventory Shrinkage Reserve.
(c) Accrued Wages Payable.
(d) Notes Receivable Discounted.
(e) Magazine Subscriptions Received in Ad­
vance.
Answer:
(a) By the term “Allowances for Doubtful Ac­
counts,” we presume you mean a reserve for bad 
debts. Reserve for Bad Debts Account is set up on 
the books as follows:
It is realized by the proprietor that there is a 
strong probability that the amount shown on his 
books in specific accounts receivable is overstated, 
because of the probable non-collection of certain of 
the items. In order to state more accurately the 
exact value of accounts receivable, an entry should 
be passed crediting the accounts which it is ex­
pected are not to be collected in full, and charging 
Profit and Loss Account for the uncollectable 
amounts. Unfortunately, however, it is not usu­
ally possible to state exactly which account or ac­
counts are worthless. The credit, therefore, can 
not be made to a specific account or accounts, but 
is made instead to an intermediate account, known 
as “Reserve for Bad Debts,” or, as you call it, “Al­
lowances for Doubtful Accounts.”
When it is determined that a specific account is 
uncollectable, the time has arrived to credit that 
account, and the amount is transferred from the 
Reserve for Bad Debts Account, in which it has 
temporarily been held, to the specific account re­
ceivable, which is found to be uncollectable.
You will note, therefore, that Reserve for Bad 
Debts Account is, in effect, the same as a credit to 
Account Receivable. In the classification “Current 
Assets,” on the Balance Sheet, therefore, the 
amount is deducted in an indent column from the 
face value of accounts receivable, and the net 
difference, presumably representing the actual 
worth of the accounts receivable, is extended. 
The method of presentation is as follows:
Accounts Receivable.................................. $xx
Less: Reserve for Bad Debts....................... xx
Estimated Value of Accounts Receivable. $xx
Some authorities prefer to show accounts receiv­
able at face value on the asset side of the Balance 
Sheet, and to show the reserve for bad debts on the 
liability side of the Balance Sheet. In our opinion, 
however, the method we have outlined, wherein the 
reserve for bad debts is deducted on the asset side 
of the Balance Sheet from the face value of the ac­
counts receivable, the net amount being extended, 
is the preferable one, since a figure is then shown on 
the asset side of the statement which records the 
presumed actual value of the accounts.
(b) If, by the term “Inventory Shrinkage Re­
serve,” you refer to an amount representing the 
excess of the cost over the current market value of 
the inventory assets (which amount has been cred­
ited to the reserve account and charged off as a 
loss), the reserve need not be carried to the Balance 
Sheet at all, but merely deducted from the value in 
the Inventory Account, the net difference, only, 
being carried to the asset side of the Balance Sheet 
as Inventory. However, the reserve may be shown 
on the Balance Sheet in an indent column as a de­
duction from cost, the net inventory value (market) 
being carried into the Money column.
If, however, the inventory shrinkage reserve is 
merely a reserve for the contingency that at some 
future date there may be a shrinkage in inventory 
valuation—possibly of material not yet purchased 
—the reserve is a true reserve and should be shown 
on the right-hand side of the Balance Sheet, the full 
amount of the inventory being shown as a current 
asset on the left-hand side of the Balance Sheet.
(c) Accrued Wages payable should be shown on 
the Balance Sheet among the current liabilities.
(d) We will first take up the bookkeeping treat­
ment of Notes Receivable Discounted. It may be 
assumed that a sale is made to a customer of 




For sale of merchandise.
Assume that the customer later gives a note in 




For recpt. of note in settlement of account.
The creditor may hold the note until maturity, 
at which time he may collect the amount of the 
note (plus interest, if any is due) from the debtor. 




For settlement of note at maturity.
However, the creditor may wish to realize on the 
note before maturity, and may sell it to the bank at 
a discount. This process is known, technically, as 
“discounting” the note. Thus, it may be assumed 
that he sells the note to the bank two months before
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maturity for $495.00. Entry would be passed as 
follows:
CASH.................................................................. $495.00
DISCOUNT ON NOTES RECEIVABLE. 5.00
NOTES RECEIVABLE........................... $500.00
For discounting note at bank.
The Notes Receivable Account will appear on the 
books as follows:
NOTES RECEIVABLE
To Account Receivable.$500.00 By Cash......................$495.00
“ Discount.............. 5.00
There is no balance in the Notes Receivable Ac­
count. On the Balance Sheet of the creditor, the 
amount may be omitted entirely from the asset 
side. There is, however, what is known as a “con­
tingent liability” on the part of the creditor to the 
bank. By this term, it is meant that should the 
maker of the note, at maturity, fail to pay the bank 
which now holds the note, the bank will have a 
cause of action against the creditor who sold it the 
note. It is desirable that a footnote be added to 
the Balance Sheet under such circumstances, giving 
information with respect to contingent liabilities of 
this nature.
An alternate procedure on the books, at the time 
the note was sold to the bank, would be to credit a 
Notes Receivable Discounted Account instead of 
Notes Receivable Account. The entry would be as 
follows:
CASH.................................................................. $495.00
DISCOUNT ON NOTES RECEIVABLE 5.00
NOTES RECEIVABLE DISCOUNTED $500.00
For discounting note at bank.
The Notes Receivable Account and the Notes 
Receivable Discounted Account would appear as 
follows:
NOTES RECEIVABLE 




When this method of bookkeeping is used, the 
statement of notes receivable on the Balance Sheet 
may be the same as in the preceding instance, the 
credit balance in the Notes Receivable Discounted 
Account being deducted from the debit balance in 
Notes Receivable Account, the net effect being car­
ried to the asset side of the Balance Sheet.
A preferable method of presentation, however, is 
to show the balance of Notes Receivable Account 
and the balance of Notes Receivable Discounted 
Account in an indent column, the net effect being 
extended, as follows:
NOTES RECEIVABLE................................ $500.00
Less: NOTES REC. DISCOUNTED.. .. 500.00
AMOUNT OF NOTES ON HAND.... --------- $..........
Some accountants prefer to show the face value 
of notes receivable on the asset side and to list the 
contingent liability on the liability side of the Bal­
ance Sheet. We believe this method of presentation
overstates the assets owned by the person whose 
Balance Sheet is being presented, as well as the lia­
bilities.
In order to give you a complete view of the pro­
cedure, it may be mentioned that at the time the 
note matures and the person whose books have 
been illustrated receives no notification of non­
payment of the note by the maker, entry is passed 
transferring the credit from Notes Receivable Dis­
counted Account to Notes Receivable Account, as 
follows:
NOTES RECEIVABLE DISCOUNTED. $500.00
NOTES RECEIVABLE........................... $500.00
To transfer from latter to former credit for
note paid at maturity by the maker.
(e) That portion of the Magazine Subscription 
Income, for which magazines have not yet been is­
sued, may be carried to the liability side of the Bal­
ance Sheet under the heading Deferred Credits.
A CERTAIN bank recently made a claim for interest on a loan of $2,500.00 made by them since 1920. The details of the claims were as fol­
lows :
Amount of loan, $2,500.00, made August 13, 1920. 
Part
Date Payments Days Rate Interest
192 1
Aug. 17 $814.98 369 7% $58.47
Nov. 16 498.75 460 7% 44.61
Dec. 20 199.50 494 7% 19.17
192 2
Jan. 13 200.00) 505 7% 19.64
 13 6% .43
Mar. 1 200.00 565 6% 18.84
Apr. 1 200.00 596 6% 19.87
May 4 200.00 629 6% 20.97
June 1 186.77 657 6% 20.45
$2,500.00 $224.15
It will be observed that interest has been com­
puted on the amount of each part payment for the 
number of days that have elapsed from the date on 
which the loan was made to the date on which the 
bank received the payment on account. This 
method appears new to me, and does not appear to 
be very sound. The computation would seem to 
work out all right, provided the whole loan is re­
paid, and also provided the rate of interest remained 
constant. In this case, however, although the 
whole loan was repaid, the rate of interest changed 
on January 1, 1922. Computing the interest in the 
usual manner, the amount due would be $234.54. 
Is it possible that a large bank would adopt a meth­
od whereby a loss of $11.09 would be sustained on a 
transaction of this nature?
Answer:
The method used in the calculation of bank in­
terest in the problem will result in the correct cal­
culation of interest. The method is equivalent to 
considering each partial payment on the original 
amount of the loan as a separate loan.
The bank, however, would seem to be in error in 
the actual calculation of interest on the payments
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made subsequent to January 13, 1922. The rate to 
December 31, 1921, appears to have been 7 per cent. 
and the rate during 1922 appears to have been 6 per 
cent. This is evidenced by the fact that on January 
13, 1922, payment of interest was calculated to 
January 1, 1922, at 7 per cent., and from January 
1 to January 13, 1922, at 6 per cent. Unless there 
was some change to the contrary with respect to 
the remaining partial payments, the same method 
should have been used; that is, 505 days should 
have been computed at 7 per cent. and the remain­
ing days at 6 per cent. It is possible, of course, that 
a retroactive agreement with respect to a change in 
the interest rate may have been made subsequent 
to the January 13, 1922, payment.
OUR company recently sold 100 shares of cap­ital stock of a par value of $100.00—that is, $10,000.00 worth of stock—for $12,500.00. Will 
you please give me the entry which should be made 
on my books? We have only the one class of stock. 
Answer:
The entry is as follows:
CASH.......................................................... $12,500.00
To CAPITAL STOCK..................... $10,000.00
PREM. ON CAPITAL STOCK 2,500.00
For sale of 100 shares of stock at 125.
At the time of closing the books the Premium
Account may be transferred to Surplus Account. 
The effect of the transaction is that your corpora­
tion has received $10,000.00 for capital stock which 
has been issued and a $2,500.00 increment to its 
corporate surplus.
OUR corporation declared a stock dividend of 25 per cent. Please tell me what, if any, entry should be made on our books for this dividend. 
Answer:  
You do not state whether the stock in your cor­
poration has a stated par value or is stock of no 
stated par value; neither do you tell us the total par 
value of the stock outstanding nor the number of 
shares.
For purposes of illustration, we will assume that 
there is outstanding $100,000.00 of stock. The 
amount of the stock dividend will, therefore, be 
$25,000.00. The entries would be as follows:
SURPLUS.................................................  $25,000.00
To ST’K DIVIDENDS PAYABLE $25,000.00
For stock dividend declared............... ,
19...., by resolution of Board of 
Directors’ Minute Book, Folio........
STOCK DIVIDEND PAYABLE.... 25,000.00
To CAPITAL STOCK..................... 25,000.00
For issuance of capital stock in pay­
ment of stock dividend.
In this connection, we call your attention to an 
article appearing in the May issue of The Pace 
Student by Alfred F. Upson, Esq., in connection 
with the matter of stock dividends.
WILL you kindly let me know if the procedure outlined below is correct, in order to deter­mine the cost of goods sold?
It is desired to have cost of goods sold absorb all 
the overhead as well as direct labor and material. 
The procedure follows:
Factory Pay-roll: Direct labor is charged to an 
appropriate work-in-process account. Several work- 
in-process accounts are maintained; one for each 
type of work done. Indirect labor is charged to 
various overhead accounts.
Administrative and Office Pay-roll: This 
item is considered overhead, and is charged to the 
various overhead accounts.
Materials: Materials are requisitioned and are 
charged direct to the various work-in-process ac­
counts. Material that can not be charged specifi­
cally to any of these work-in-process accounts is 
charged to one of the various overhead accounts.
Overhead: Sundry overhead accounts are set up, 
such as Indirect Labor, Rent, Light, Heat, and 
Power, and the like. Each month, the balances 
shown by these accounts are closed out to an ac­
count entitled “Overhead.” At the month-end, the 
balance of the Overhead Account is closed out to 
the various work-in-process accounts by an entry 
crediting Overhead Account and charging the vari­
ous work-in-process accounts. In determining the 
amount to be charged to each of the work-in- 
process accounts, the productive-labor method is 
used; that is, the ratio between the total direct 
labor in all work-in-process accounts to total over­
head is determined. The amount of direct labor in 
a particular work-in-process account is multiplied 
by the ratio, and the resultant product is the 
amount of overhead applicable to that particular 
work-in-process account.
At the end of the period, each work-in-process 
account is credited, and Finished Goods Account 
is charged for the labor, material, and overhead on 
jobs completed during the period.
The cost of each shipment of finished goods is 
determined, and, at the month-end, on the basis of 
the total cost of all finished goods shipped, entry is 
passed crediting Finished Goods Account and deb­
iting Cost of Goods Sold Account. A correlative 
entry is passed for the selling price of the goods, 
charging Accounts Receivable Control Account and 
crediting Sales Account. The difference between 
the Sales Account and the Cost of Goods Sold Ac­
count represents the profit. A separate Sales Ac­
count and Cost of Goods Sold Account is set up for 
each class of goods.
Answer:
The general bookkeeping procedure you have in­
dicated is correct. We can not, of course, pass an 
opinion as to the desirability of the direct-labor 
method of overhead distribution, since a thorough 
study of the factory processes would be necessary 
as a basis for such opinion. We question, however, 
whether Administrative Expense and Office Pay­
roll should be considered as overhead. Primarily, 
such items usually have no bearing upon produc-
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tion. Cost of production consists of direct ma­
terial, direct labor, and factory overhead. By “fac­
tory overhead” is meant those costs of production 
which can not be directly allocated to a particular 
unit or to particular units of production. They 
must be set up in separate accounts and prorated 
to units of production on a more or less arbitrary 
basis. It is incorrect to charge as overhead that 
portion of administrative and office cost which is 
necessary in order to conduct the administrative 
affairs of an enterprise or the selling affairs. If the 
administrative expense to which you refer is en­
tirely factory expense, then our criticism does not, 
of course, apply.
PLEASE be good enough to explain what ac­counts are affected, both on the books of the debtor and on the books of the creditor, when 
claims arising from the cancelation of contracts are 
compromised or otherwise settled. Is this income 
in any way reflected in the Trading and Profit and 
Loss Account, or is it properly carried direct to 
Surplus?
Also, in so far as Unexpired Insurance is con­
cerned, are there specific provisions in the policies 
to cover the computation of unearned premiums? 
It seems to be the common practice to compute this 
item in the proportion that the term unexpired 
bears to the total term for which insurance is paid 
in advance. Is it not strictly proper to compute the 
unearned premiums on the basis of their actual 
work by employing the “Short Rate Method”? 
Answer:
In answer to your question as to treatment of 
claims arising from the cancelation of contracts, 
let us assume that A has a contract with B to sell 
B a consignment of oil. B does not wish to take the 
oil, and, therefore, requests A to cancel the order. 
Let us assume further, that A had contracted to 
buy the oil from C for $1,000.00, and that his con­
tract with B required B to pay A $1,200.00. A’s 
anticipated profit would, therefore, be $200.00. 
Let us further assume, that A is willing to cancel 
the order, provided B will pay him the $200.00 
anticipated profit. With this statement of facts in 
mind, the answer to your question is not difficult. 
A would charge B for $200.00 and would credit a 
nominal account which might for convenience be 
designated Income from Cancelation of Sales Con­
tracts. This nominal account recording income for 
the current period would be closed out into Profit 
and Loss Account.
Answering your second question—with respect 
to unexpired insurance; fire-insurance policies usu­
ally contain a provision that, in the event of can­
celation, the amount of expired premuim shall be 
figured by employing the “Short Rate Method.” 
The cash value of the policy is obtained by deduct­
ing from the amount originally paid as premium 
the expired portion, figured on the “Short Rate 
Method.” The Short Rate is higher than the nor­
mal rate. This method is proper when the cash 
value of the unexpired insurance premium is being 
figured for purposes of cancelation. On the other 
hand, if it is anticipated that the insurance policy 
will be carried to maturity, it is proper to figure the 
unexpired portion in the proportion that the term 
unexpired bears to the total term for which the 
premium was originally paid. This is so, for the 
reason that the “going concern” basis of valuation 
must be used.
HAT are “expense inventories”?
Answer :
“ Expense inventories” are inventories of sta­
tionery, supplies, etc., which are not a part of the 
stock in trade, raw materials, goods-in-process, or 
finished stock of the business. Theoretically, ex­
pense inventories should be shown on the Balance 
Sheet as deferred charges and not as current assets.
Railroad Accounts for Passenger Revenue
By Walter A. Stegman, Graduate of Pace Institute, New York
IT IS not the purpose of this article to explain a complete railroad accounting system, but rather to give a concise view of some of the important 
accounting features pertaining to the handling of 
passenger revenues.
The classes of passenger tickets issued may be 
summarized in brief as follows:
1. Local—from a point on a lines of one rail­
road to another point on the lines of the same 
railroad.
2. Home Interline—from the point on the lines 
of one railroad to a point on another railroad. 
The latter railroad is known as a “foreign railroad.” 
The tickets originate with the home railroad.
3. Foreign Interline—from a point on the lines 
of a foreign railroad to a point on the lines of the 
home railroad, or to a point on the lines of another
foreign railroad, part of the route being over the 
lines of the home railroad. The ticket originates 
with a foreign railroad.
4. Special—clerical, theatrical, circus, commuta­
tion, and the like.
The ticket agent, whenever necessary, sends a 
requisition to the general passenger agent for a 
supply of the various kinds of tickets needed by 
his station. The general passenger agent forwards 
the tickets with an invoice showing in detail the 
form number, quantity, and consecutive numbers 
of each class of ticket. The ticket agent receipts 
the invoice and returns it to the general passenger 
agent. The general passenger agent keeps an in­
ventory record of tickets on hand at the agency 
or station. The agent is charged with the tickets 
he receives and is credited with sales made. A
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traveling auditor, at frequent intervals, checks 
up the number of unsold tickets on hand, and 
reconciles the result of his check-up with the in­
ventory record kept by the general passenger 
agent.
Ticket Agent’s Report
The ticket agent submits a report at the end of 
the month for all local tickets sold, showing 
description, commencing and closing ticket num­
bers, amount of fare, amount of war tax, and 
total amount. This report is forwarded to the 
auditor of passenger accounts. The report is 
then verified and an entry is made on the general 
books, charging the agent with the total amount 
and crediting Passenger Revenue Account and 
War Tax Account, respectively, for the distribu­
tion of the total amount.
The ticket agent also makes out a monthly 
report of home interline tickets sold. Further­
more, on home interline tickets sold, each road, 
over which the passenger will pass, is entitled 
to receive its proper proportion of the total amount 
received from the sale of the ticket. Accordingly, 
analysis is made of the home interline ticket sales 
by the agent to show the amount of passenger 
revenue on such sales which will accrue to the home 
railroad and to each of the foreign railroads over 
whose lines the passenger will travel. The report 
and analysis are submitted to the auditor of 
passenger accounts and are audited. On the 
basis of the ticket agent’s monthly report and the 
analysis, entry is passed on the books of the home 
railroad charging the agent with the total amount 
shown by his report and crediting War Tax Revenue 
Account for the amount of war tax, crediting 
Passenger Revenue Account for the amount of 
revenue accruing to the home railroad and crediting 
foreign railroads with the proportion of the revenue 
which accrues to foreign lines.
Auditor’s Report
The auditor of passenger accounts prepares a 
report showing the amounts credited to the foreign 
roads. Copies of this report are forwarded to the 
foreign roads interested. These foreign roads may 
then prepare drafts against the home road in settle­
ment of the obligations which the home road has 
to the foreign roads on account of the transactions.
The ticket agent also prepares a report of cash 
receipts. He forwards the cash with the report to 
the treasurer. The treasurer makes a daily cash 
statement showing the various amounts received 
from the agents. The treasurer’s daily cash state­
ment, accompanied by the agents’ reports, is 
forwarded to the auditor. The auditor detaches 
the agents’ reports and forwards them to the 
auditor of passenger accounts. The auditor of 
passenger accounts posts the detail shown by the 
reports to the credit of the individual agent’s 
accounts.
It will be remembered that tickets may be sold 
by one road, good in part for transportation over 
the lines of another road or roads. Each foreign 
road issuing such tickets, therefore, sends an
interline ticket report to the road whose accounts 
we are considering. This report is similar to the 
report on home interline tickets which originated 
with the home road and was sent to foreign roads 
for interline tickets sold by the home road. When 
the home road receives the report from the foreign 
road, an entry is passed charging the foreign road 
and crediting Passenger Revenue Account.
At the end of the month, the home road will 
draw drafts on the foreign roads in settlement 
of the accounts. In some instances, the amounts 
due from one road to a second road are offset 
against amounts due from the second road to the 
first road, and net settlement is made.
Form of Tickets
Local tickets are usually in the form of “card” 
tickets—that is, there is one part to the ticket. 
Interline tickets, on the other hand, are usually 
of the “coupon” type—that is, there is a separate 
coupon for each road over whose lines the passenger 
will travel. The first coupon shows the name 
of the station at which the passenger will board 
the train, and the junction point from which he 
will pass from the lines of the issuing road to the 
lines of a foreign road. Each subsequent coupon 
shows the junction point at which the passenger 
passes on to the lines of each foreign railroad, 
and the junction point where he passes off the lines 
of the foreign road and on to the lines of another 
foreign road.
The conductor of a train takes up local tickets, 
or, in the case of interline tickets, he takes up 
the coupon applicable to his own road. He 
prepares a tabulated report of all local tickets 
received, and forwards the report, together with 
the tickets, to the auditor of passenger accounts. 
The tickets are sorted and checked against the re­
port. A record of tickets received is made, and 
this record is checked against the agents’ monthly 
reports which have been mentioned and against 
the interline ticket report received from foreign 
roads. The tickets are then canceled and filed 
away.  
At the month-end, the agent submits to the 
auditor of passenger accounts an account current, 
known as an Agency Balance Sheet. The figures 
shown on the Balance Sheet are checked against 
the subsidiary data also received from the agent, 
and against his account on the Ledger. If the 
Balance Sheet does not agree with the auditor’s 
office record, notation is made on the Agency 
Balance Sheet of any difference, the agent is noti­
fied, and the agent’s records are corrected.
EDITOR’S Note: Mr. Stegman will discuss, 
briefly, other phases of railroad accounting in 
short articles which will appear in subsequent 
issues of this magazine.
They say that the sun sets for the occupants of the 
forty-fifth floor of the Woolworth Building one-half 
hour later than it does for a man on the street. True, 
isn’t it, that the higher up you get, the more things 
you have to enjoy.
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American Institute of 
Accountants — Officers, 
1922-1923
THE annual meeting of the American Institute of Accountants for the current year was held on Septem­
ber 18th, 19th, 20th, and 21st, at the 
Drake Hotel, Chicago, Illinois. The 
meeting was highly successful, and was 
attended by accountants from all sec­
tions of the United States. Among the 
papers presented to the convention were 
the following:
“Why Should We Have a New Federal
Tax Law?” by Robert H. Montgomery. 
“Reserves,” by H. A. Finney. 
“Taxation of Capital Gains,” by 
George O. May.
“Treatment of Foreign Exchange in
Branch-office Accounting,” by Cecil S. 
Ashdown.
The newly elected officers for the year
1922-23 follow:
President, Edward E. Gore, 111 W.
Monroe Street, Chicago, Ill.
Vice-presidents, John R. Loomis, 54 
Wall Street, New York! and Norman 
McLaren, 519 California Street, San 
Francisco, Calif.
Treasurer, Arthur W. Teele, 120
Broadway, New York.
Secretary, A. P. Richardson, 135 
Cedar Street, New York.
Combine Class Study and 
Practice at Pace Insti­
tute, New York
THE following article, in reference to the work of the Day School Di­vision of Pace Institute, New 
York, appeared in the Brooklyn Eagle 
for August 24, 1922:
“Pace Institute of New York City, in 
its Day School Division, has developed 
a unique plan whereby the classroom 
study of the students is coordinated 
closely with the business and industrial 
life of the metropolitan district.
“The Institute feels that it is not 
enough for its students to limit their 
study of the principles and procedures of 
Accountancy, Business Administration, 
and Organization to the classroom. It 
feels that they should at the same time 
understand, by reason of actual contact 
with business, how these principles and 
procedures are developed and applied in 
the modem business office and factory.
“Regular class sessions are held morn­
ings at the Institute, while many of the 
afternoons are devoted to special lectures 
on various types of industry and business 
organization, together with trips of in­
spection to the offices and plants of rep­
resentative business and industrial or­
ganizations in New York City and vicin­
ity. Lectures are given at the Institute 
by practical business men, and during the 
trips of inspection officials of the plants 
and offices visited explain the organiza­
tion procedures to the students.
“Students come to the Institute from 
all sections of the United States. This 
plan of coordinating study with actual
observation of business and industry en­
ables the students to focus their atten­
tion on their study with a greatly en­
larged and clarified background of prac­
tical knowledge, and at the same time 
enables them to make a start toward a 
saner and more intelligent choice of their 
future occupation than would otherwise 
be possible.”
Accountants in Other 
Countries
LETTERS appear in The Pace Stu­dent, from time to time, from Ex­tension students who are engaged 
in important accounting duties with cor­
porations in foreign countries. Students 
of Accountancy will do well to study 
these letters carefully. They shed much 
light, particularly upon the conditions 
under which the accountant in a foreign 
land must work. A definite understand­
ing of business and work conditions in 
other countries will do much to give the 
young American business man that point 
of view which is so essential to one who 
would consider becoming a part of the 
commercial life of another country.
Neatness in Accounting 
Work
IRVING H. WENTWORTH, chief ac­
countant of one of the largest copper 
mines in Mexico, and a student in
Pace Institute, Extension Division, 
makes some interesting comments upon 
the importance of neatness in accounting 
work.
“How agreeable it is,” says Mr. Went­
worth, “upon inspecting a report, to find 
that the work has been done with great 
care and neatness. We are immediately 
interested in the identity of the person 
who has prepared the report. That par­
ticular clerk thus creates a favorable im­
pression,
“The trouble with many people is, that 
they fail to take pains with their work. 
On the first of the month, in our offices, 
the work of getting out the cost sheets 
begins. One big job is compiling the 
labor segregation into a form suitable for 
posting to the cost sheets. There have 
been times when the clerk has lost a whole 
day in balancing this statement against 
the analysis sheets, because of lack of 
neatness in compiling, and mistaking one 
figure for another.
“I strongly advise young men who as­
pire to become accountants to acquire 
the habit of doing all their work neatly. 
It will pay them.”
Walsh Institute of Detroit
WALSH INSTITUTE, a profes­sional school of Accountancy, conducting the Pace Standard­
ized Course in Accountancy and Bus­
iness Administration, was recently or­
ganized in Detroit, Michigan. Offices 
and lecture-rooms are in the Capitol 
Theatre Building, 120 Madison Avenue, 
overlooking Grand Circus Park. The 
founder, Mervyn B. Walsh, C.P.A.
(N. H.), was, for several years, a member 
of the Accounting faculty of Pace Insti­
tute, New York, and Pace Institute, 
Newark. Prior to going to Detroit, Mr. 
Walsh was also a member of the execu­
tive staff of Pace & Pace, New York City.
Walsh Institute was opened on Sep­
tember 14, 1922, with a lecture on “Prep­
aration for Executive Responsibilities.” 
The lecture was delivered by Richard 
Fitz-Gerald, M.E., C.P.A., who is a Pace 
graduate, and who is at the present time 
manager of the Detroit office of Lybrand, 
Ross Brothers & Montgomery, account­
ants. Following this opening lecture, the 
first Semester A class was opened on Sep­
tember 18th.
Walsh Institute will adhere to a fixed 
policy of maintaining small class units 
and offering distinctive instruction. Mr. 
Walsh is particularly well fitted to direct 
the work of the school, since he has had a 
varied experience both in business and in 
public Accountancy practice. Prior to 
his association with Pace & Pace, he was 
with the Edison Industries, West Orange, 
N. J. During his first association with 
the Edison Industries, Mr. Walsh was in 
charge of the accounting and financial 
work of the Motion Picture Branch. 
Later, he filled a similar position with the 
Edison Primary Batteries Corporation. 
At the time of his resignation, he was an 
officer of this corporation.
Accountants Verify Sur­
plus Funds for District 
of Columbia
THE following quotation from the Washington Post of October 4th, with respect to an audit of the ac­
counts pertaining to the transactions be­
tween the Federal Government and the 
District of Columbia, will be of interest 
to our readers:
“Accountants employed by the joint 
congressional committee investigating 
financial transactions between the Fed­
eral and District governments over a 
48-year period will advise the committee 
that the commissioners are correct in 
their contention that the District is en­
titled to surplus funds amounting to 
$4,648,666.69 now lying idle in the 
Treasury. The audit, it was learned yes­
terday, clearly shows the existence of the 
surplus, which accumulated under the 
half-and-half fiscal system.
“Discovery by the Haskell & Sells ac­
countants of the surplus, which some 
members of Congress have declared to be 
‘purely mythical’ and ‘a bookkeeping 
transaction,’ is regarded by city authori­
ties as the second notable victory since 
the joint committee’s investigation be­
gan.
“The first triumph for the District 
came at the first session of the joint com­
mittee, when representatives of the 
Treasury Department admitted their ac­
counts tallied with those of the District, 
showing the existence of the controverted 
surplus.”
Widen your circle of worth-while 
acquaintances. Mental growth and 
business progress are not the prod­
ucts of isolation.
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HAROLD S. ROSS, formerly a student 
at Pace Institute, Boston, is now branch 
office manager for the Cardex Sales Com­
pany, for the metropolitan Boston dis­
trict.
SAMUEL FLUHR, Pace Institute, New 
York, recently accepted a position as as­
sistant bookkeeper with the Utility Oil 
Corporation, 61 North 9th Street, Brook­
lyn, N. Y.
JOHN H. GRIGGS, Class A2118, 
Pace Institute, Newark, through the 
Pace Agency for Placements, Inc., re­
cently accepted a position with the Mas- 
back Hardware Company, 82 Warren 
Street, New York City.
J. H. WREN & COMPANY, certified 
public accountants (Va.), announce the 
opening of offices, on October 9th, at 
812-816 Bankers Trust Building, Nor­
folk, Va. The managing personnel is 
composed of J. H. Wren, C.P.A. (Va.), 
member of the American Institute of 
Accountants, and B. E. Lundy, manager 
of tax service. The firm will engage in 
general Accounting practice and tax ser­
vice.
Mr. Wren was graduated from the 
Pace Courses in 1914. It will be recalled 
that a biographical sketch of his career 
appeared in The Pace Student for Au­
gust, 1922.
M D. SHAW, class D2512, Pace Insti­
tute, New York, has just accepted, 
through the Pace Agency for Placements, 
Inc., a position as bookkeeper at the 
Hotel Ansonia, 73d Street and Broad­
way, New York City. Mr. Shaw was for­
merly with Phil Walcoff & Company, 808 
Broadway, New York City.
HERBERT EVANS, class E2607, Pace 
Institute, New York, formerly employed 
in the accounting department of the Bal­
timore & Ohio Railroad, recently secured 
a position with J. Yalden & Company, 
public accountants, 32 Liberty Street, 
New York City.
J. M. NEWMAN, class E2604, Pace In­
stitute, New York, through the Pace 
Agency for Placements, Inc., has ac­
cepted a position with Clark & Leonard, 
155 Chambers Street, New York City. 
Mr. Newman was formerly employed by 
J. C. Penney Company, Inc., 370 Sev­
enth Avenue, New York City.
LOUIS L. ROSE and CLARENCE E, 
WITTMER, students in Walsh Insti­
tute, Detroit, Mich., have accepted po­
sitions as junior accountants on the staff 
of the Detroit office of Lybrand, Ross 
Brothers & Montgomery. Walsh Insti­
tute conducts the Pace Standardized 
Courses in Accountancy and Business 
Administration.
A. L. MARQUIS, class C2405, Pace In­
stitute, New York, recently accepted a 
position as bookkeeper with the Sun 
Company, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New 
York City.
VICTOR G. GOUGH, who received his 
diploma from Pace Institute, New York, 
in May, 1921, has received his C. P. A. 
degree in the state of New Jersey. Mr. 
Gough is engaged in public practice at 
949 Broadway, New York City.
JOSEPH KING, Pittsburgh School of 
Accountancy, conducting Pace Stand­
ardized Courses, has accepted a position 
in the office of the supervisor of account­
ing, Trafford Foundry, Westinghouse 
Electric and Manufacturing Company, 
Pittsburgh, Pa.
THE NATIONAL PERSONNEL AS­
SOCIATION will hold its annual con­
vention at the William Penn Hotel, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., on November 8th, 9th, 
and 10th. Many reports, of interest to 
business executives, will be presented to 
the convention.
MISS K. KELLS, who for two years was 
a student of the Pace Courses at Rider 
College, Trenton, New Jersey, recently 
accepted, through the Pace Agency for 
Placements, Inc., a position as ledger clerk 
with Keys & Lockwood, 33 East 17th 
Street, New York City.
Pace graduates
develop market value
Graduates of Pace Institute develop a definite Market Value in Business 
and in Accountancy. They develop this Market Value by studying the 
principles and procedures that underlie all business—Accounting Theory 
 and Practice, Business Organization, Law, Applied Economics, Finance— 
technical subjects that give specific vocational focus to general experience.
Students at Pace Institute study in either Day or Evening classes. Even­
ing classes (Semester A) are constantly forming at Pace Institute, New 
York, Boston, Washington, and Newark. Day classes (Semester A) form 
at Pace Institute, New York, in the fall, midwinter, and early summer.
Men and women who can not attend Resident classes may study by 
Extension through the mails.
Write for the Institute Bulletin—Day or Evening—and for a compli­
mentary copy of “Your Market Value.”
Pace & Pace
NEW YORK, 30 Church Street
WASHINGTON BOSTON NEWARK
715 G Street, N.W. Tremont Temple 24 William Street
